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C A L E N D A R O F EVENTS

(Through February 20, 1973)
N.B. - Student Activites for February are not included as they are still tentative.

Evening Division: Fall Semester Final E x a m s -------------- ------------December 12
Evening Division: Fall Semester Final Exams -------------------------- December 13
Day Division: End of Fall Semester Classes, 4:30 P.M. --------------- December 13
Day Division: Fall Semester Final E x a m s ---- ------------------------- December 14
Men’s Basketball: vs. Holy Cross, A w a y ------- ----------------------- December 15
Day

& Evening Division: Fall Semester Final Exams -------------------- December 17

Day

& Evening Division: Fall Semester Final E x a m s ---------------------December

Day

& Evening Division: Fall Semester Final Exams -------------------- December 19

Hen's

18

Basketball: vs. Univ. of Pennsylvania, 8:45 P.M., Palestra ---- December 19

Day & Evening Division: Fall Semester Final Exams;
Final Date for Hail Registration---------- December 20
Evening Division: Christmas Recess Begins, 10 15 P.M. ---------------

December 20

Day Division: Fall Semester Final Exams; Christmas Recess Begins
4:30 P.M.; Residence Hall close, 6:00 P.M. ----

December 21

Men's Basketball:

"Sunshine Tournament" in St. Petersburg, Fla. -----

December 21

Men's Basketball:

"Sunshine Tournament" in St. Petersburg, Fla. ------ December 22

Men's Basketball:

ECAC Holiday Festival in Madison Square Garden ----

December 27

Men's Basketball:

ECAC Holiday Festival in Madison Square Garden ----

December 28

Men’s Basketball:

ECAC Holiday Festival in Madison Square Garden ----

December 29

Men's Basketball; vs. Niagara, 7:10 P.M., Palestra ------------------- January 5
Evening Division: In-Person Registration, 7 :00-9:00 P.M. ------------

January 7

Men's Basketball: vs. Western Kentucky, Away ------------------------

January 9

Day Division: In-Person Registration, 9 :00A.M .-12:00 P.M. -----------

January 10

Residence Halls Open, 3:00 P.M. -------------------------------------- January 13
Day & Evening Division: Beginning of Spring Semester Classes --------
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January 14

CAL E N D A R OF EVENTS(CONTINUED)

Women on Campus: Women in History Workshop, CU 307,
6:00-10:00 P.M. -------- -------- January 15
Women's Basketball: vs. Penn-State(Ogontz), 7:00 P.M.,
Hayman Hall BasketballCourt ------

January 15

Men's Basketball: vs. Drexel, 7:10 P.M., Palestra -------------------

January 16

Men's Swimming: vs. Univ. of Penn, 4:00 P.M., A w a y ------------------- January 16
Women's Swimming: vs. Widener, 4:00 P.M., Kirk Pool in HaymanHall --- January 16
Women's Basketball: vs. Manor, 7:00 P.M., Away ----------------------

January 17

Feature Films: (TBA), Theater ---------------------------------------

January 18

Coffee House

(TBA), Club Room --------------------------------------

January 18

Feature Films: (TBA), Theater ---------------------------------------

January 19

Coffee House; (TBA), Club Room --------------------------------------

January 19

Men's Basketball: vs. Lafayette, 7:10 P.M., Palestra ----------------

January 19

Men's Swimming: vs. American, Kirk Pool in Hayman H a l l --------------- January 19
Concert & Lecture: (TBA), Theater, 12:30 P.M. -----------------------

January 21

Men's Swimming: vs. Univ. of Maryland, Away -------------------------

January 21

Women's Swimming : vs. Temple, 4:00 P.M., Kirk Pool in HaymanH a l l ---- January

21

Women's Basketball: vs. Temple, 4:00 P.M.,
Hayman Hall Basketball Court -----

January 21

Women on Campus: Women in History Workshop, 6:00-10:00 P.M.,
College Union 307 ------------

January 22

Women's Basketball: vs. Widener, 7:30 P.M., Away --------------------

January 22

Concert & Lecture: (TBA), Theater, 1:30 P.M. ------------------------

January 23

Men's Basketball: vs. Biscayne, A w a y ------ -------------------------- January 23
Men's Swimming: vs. West Chester State, 4:00 P.M., A w a y ------------- January 23
Women’s Basketball: vs. Cheyney State, 7:00 P.M .,
Hayman Hall Basketball Court ------

January 24

Feature Films: (TBA), Theater------------- --------- ------------------January 25
Coffee House

(TBA) , Club Room — ----------------- ------------- ------January 25
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C A LE N D A R OF EVENTS(CONTINUED)

Feature Filins: (TBA), Theater--------- -------------------------------January 26
Coffee House: (TBA), Club R o o m --------------------- -— — —

--- —

January 26

Men's Basketball: vs. Canisius, Away --------------------------------

January 26

Men's Swimming: vs. Villanova, Kirk Pool in Hayman H a l l -------------- January 26
Concert & Lecture: (TBA), Theater, 12 30 P.M. -----------------------

January 28

Women's Basketball: vs. Drexel, 4:00 P.M.,
Hayman Hall Basketball Court ---------

January 28

Women on Campus: Women in History Workshop, 6:00-10:00 P.M.,
College Union 307 --------------

January 29

Women's Swimming: vs. Chestnut Hill, 4:00 P.M.,
Kirk Pool in Hayman Hall — -—

January 29

Concert & Lecture; (TBA), Theater, 1:30 P.M. ------------------------

January 30

Men’s Basketball :vs. St. Joseph's, 8:10 P.M., Palestra -------------

January 30

Women's Basketball: vs. St. Joseph's, Palestra------------------ ■
---- January 30
Men's Swimming: vs. Johns Hopkins, 3:00 P.M.,
Kirk Pool in Hayman H a l l ------- February 2
Men’s Basketball: vs. Temple, 2:10 P.M., Palestra ---------

February 3

Women's Swimming: vs. Villanova, 7:00 P.M., Away --------------------

February 5

Women's Basketball: vs. Holy Family, 7 :30 P.M., Away ----------------

February 6

Men's Basketball: vs. Notre Dame, 8 45 P.M., Palestra------

February 6

Women's Basketball: vs. Gwynedd, 7:00 P.M.,
Hayman Hall Basketball Court --------

February 7

Men's Basketball: vs. American, 7:10 P.M., Palestra ------------------ February 9
Men's Swimming: vs. Temple, Kirk Pool in Hayman H a l l ----------------- February 9
Men's Swimming: vs. Lehigh, A w a y ------------------------------------- February 12
Women's Basketball: vs. Cabrini, 7:00 P.M., Away ----------------

February 12

Men's Basketball: vs. West Chester State, Away ----------------------

February 13

Women's Swimming

vs. Immaculata, 4:00 P.M.,
Kirk Pool in Hayman H a l l --------- February 13

Women's Basketball: vs. Villanova, 7:00 P.M.,
Hayman Hall Basketball Court ---3-

February 14

CALENDAR OF EVENTS(CONTINUED)

Men's Swimming: vs. Bucknell, 1:00 P.M ., A w a y ---------- ----— ------ February 16
Men's Basketball: vs. Duquesne, A w a y -------------------------------- February 17
Women's Basketball: vs. Chestnut Hill, 7:00 P.M., Away --------------

February 19

Men's Basketball: vs. Villanova, 8:10 P.M., Palestra ----------------

February 20

Men's Swimming: vs. Rutgers, Away

--------------- — — --------------- February 20

Women's Swimming: vs. Bryn Mawr, 4:00 P.M., Kirk Pool in Hayman Hall — February 20

ART EXHIBITS:
Prints from Antelier IIIRoselyn Rose, Judy Targan, Fran Willner --------

December 1-18

Medical Drawings by Steven Gigliotto ------------------------

December 3-14

Drawings & Paintings by James M u l l e n ---- ---------------------January 5-22
Dutch Painters of the 17th Century-------------------------- January 7-30

EXTRA:
Career Planning & Placement: Senior Recruitment Interviews -- January 15-31
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

The following article and two others which can be found at the end of this
Faculty Bulletin are reprinted at the suggestion of Brother Emery Mollenhauer,
F.S.C., Ph.D., Vice President, Academic Affairs.
THE CHRISTIAN EDUCATOR: TWO VIEWS
Excerpted from : The New York Times, 1973
By: Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, C.S.C.
I believe that the key and central factor in liberal education is the teachereducator, his perception of his role, how he teaches, but particularly, how he lives
and exemplifies the values inherent in what he teaches. Values are exemplified better
than they are taught, which is to say that they are taught better by exemplification
than by words.
I have long believed that a Christian university is worthless in our day unless
it conveys to all who study within it a deep sense of the dignity of the human person
his nature and high destiny, his opportunities for seeking justice in a very unjust
world, his inherent nobility so needing to be achieved by himself or herself, for
one’s self and for others, whatever the obstacles. This really says that while
value education is difficult, it is practically impossible unless the work is
buttressed by the deed.
If all this is true, it means that all those engaged in education today must
look to themselves first, to their moral commitments, to their lives, and to their
own values which, for better or worse, will be reflected in the lives and attitudes
of those they seek to educate. There is nothing automatic about the liberal
education tradition. It can die if not fostered. And if it does die, the values
*that sustain an individual and a nation are likely to die with it.

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT, PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EXCERPTS FROM COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY REPORTS
ESTABLISHMENT OF AMERICAN BICENTENNIAL ADMINISTRATION OK'D BY SENATE
The Conference Report on the bill to establish an American Revolution Bicenten
nial Administration and extend the authorizations for the American Revolution
Bicentennial Commission, H.R. 7446, has been accepted by the Senate.
The bill would authorize $10 million annually through fiscal 1977 for the
Commission, with $1.3 million of each year's authorization earmarked for grants to
states and nonprofit entities for up to $25,000 each to assist them in developing
or supporting bicentennial programs or projects.
ROTC REIMBURSEMENT MEASURE INTRODUCED IN HOUSE
Educational institutions would receive $500 for each student who is enrolled
and commissioned through Reserve Officer Training Corps programs at the schools
under a bill introduced by Rep. Walter Powell as H.R. 11385.
***********************
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS

ACTING FINANCIAL AID DIRECTOR APPOINTED
Eugene G. Cattie has been appointed Acting Financial Aid Director. An
Assistant Director is currently being recruited. On campus applications are welcome.
*****************************
COLLEGE UNION
Come join the wassail and carolers in the College Union foyer at 12:30 the
afternoon of December 18. All are welcome.
*******************************
COUNSELING CENTER
SURVEY AND ACTIVITIES REPORT AVAILABLE
Copies of the Senior Survey for the Class of 1973 are available at the
Counseling Center.
Faculty members desirous of receiving a copy of the Counseling Center activities
report for the current semester should leave their name in the Center. Copies of
the report will be sent out upon its completion around the end of January.
********************
NEWS BUREAU
LA SALLE SINGERS TO APPEAR ON KYW-TV ON DEC. 25
The La Salle singers will be featured on a KYW-TV (Ch. 3) special program,
"The Christmas Party," from 12 noon until 1:30 P.M . on Christmas day. Mr. Gale Poch
is director and George K. Diehl, assistant professor of music, is faculty moderator.
*********************************
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PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR VISITS
The philosophy department received a grant from the Council for Philosophical
Studies to have a distinguished professor visit with the department for two days
this semester. Alasdair MacIntyre, professor of philosophy and political science at
Boston University, accepted the invitation to join the department under the grant
and visited the campus on November 19-20 delivering two papers: "Causality in
History and Society" and "Social Predictability and Unpredictability," which will
form part of a book on the theory of the social sciences. During his stay, he also
met with some of the upper division philosophy sections.
****************************************

ROTC
MILITARY BALL
The Annual ROTC Military Ball will be held on Friday, February 22, 1974, at
the Officer’s Club, Philadelphia Naval Base.
DISTINGUISHED MILITARY STUDENTS
Under the provisions of applicable Army Regulation and with the concurrence of
the Vice President, Academic Affairs, La Salle College, the following senior cadets
have been designated Distinguished Military Students for the school year 1973-1974:
John R. Cook, Yves J. Fontaine, Robert A. Jones, Roman Procyk, Joseph P. Stees,
and Michael R. Thompson.
This merited award is in recognition of outstanding qualities of leadership,
high moral character, noteworthy academic achievement, and exceptional aptitude for
the military service.
SCHOLARSHIPS
A three year Army ROTC Scholarship has been awarded to sophomore cadet Robert
Whalen, and a one year scholarship has been given to senior cadet John Cook. These
scholarships pay all tuition,lab fees, and in addition, provide for a one hundred
dollar per month subsistence allowance for up to ten months of the school year.
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PUBLISHED, MET, SPOKE, ETC.

AVENICK ,

Karen, assistant reference librarian, recently completed a
two-year term as Secretary-Treasurer of the Delaware Valley
Chapter of the Association of College and Research Libraries.

BANGS,

Brother Arthur J. , F.S.C., assistant professor, education,
served with Councilwoman Ethel Allen on a panel discussing
"The Meaning of Censorship" at a meeting of the Philadelphia
Area Counselors Association, October 15.

BERNIER,

Joseph J., assistant professor, psychology, presented a paper
"Peer Counseling in Human Sexuality" in a symposium at the
Southeastern Psychological Association Convention, April 7-8
in New Orleans. Requests for copies of the paper have been
received from New York, Ohio, North Carolina, Wisconsin,
Utah, and Alberta, Canada, as well as from College Student
Personnel Abstracts.
In addition,he attended conventions held by the Eastern
Psychological Association, May 3-5 in Washington, D.C., the
American Personnel and Guidance'Association, May 23-26 in
Atlanta, Ga., and the American Psychological Association,
August 27-31 in Montreal, Canada. He also participated in the
Annual Eastern Regional Meeting of the State Conference of the
American Association of University Professors of which he is
a member of the Executive Committee, October 5-6 at the Marriott
in Philadelphia.
In October, Mr. Bernier was appointed as a member of the
Committee on the Teaching of Psychology in High School, which
is a sub-committee of the Committee on Academic Standards and
Training for the Pennsylvania Psychological Association. In
conjunction with this assignment, he attended a conference at
Beaver College held by the Delaware Valley Association of High
School Teachers of Psychology, November 10.

BIECHLER,

Dr. James E., assistant professor, religion, participated in a
symposium on Cusanus and Erkenntnistheorie, October 11-13 in
Trier at the invitation of the Cusanus-Gesellschaft. He also
offered a paper, "Christian Humanism Confronts Islam: Sifting
the Koran with Nicholas of Cusa," at the Annual Meeting of
the American Academy of Religion, Chicago, November 8-11.
In addition, Dr. Biechler has been appointed book review
editor of Horizons: Journal of the College Theology Society,
and also published a review of Nicolai de Cusa Opera Omnia
III: De Coniecturis(Hamburg: Felix Meiner Verlag, 1972) in
The Thomist, July 1973, ppg. 620-623.

BLUMENTHIAL,

Dr. Diane, assistant professor, foreign languages, presented a
paper entitled "Causative Verbs: A Historical Approach" at the
Annual Meeting of the American Association of Teachers of
German, November 23, 1973.
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PUBLISHED, MET, SPOKE, ETC. (CONTINUED)

BROWNSTEIN,

Dr. Leonard A., associate professor, foreign languages, will
have his doctoral thesis, Unity and Variety in the Novels of
Salas Barbadillo, published by the Plaza Mayor Press in Madrid,
Spain early next year.
In late October of this year, Dr. Brownstein administered
an all-day workshop at Archbishop Ryan High School for Boys, in
which he oriented the foreign language department's faculty in
their utilization of audio-lingual materials. He has also been
appointed to the National Committee for Cooperative Study
Centers in Europe, which is sponsored by the Council on
International Education Exchange.
The Temple University Press has invited Dr. Brownstein to
submit an article concerning the picaresque novel as a literary
genre in Spain. The article will appear in an edition honoring
the late James D. Powell, former department chairman of Romance
Languages at Temple and the director of Dr. Brownstein's
master's thesis, Pity in the Picaresque Novel.

DIEHL,

George K., assistant professor, fine arts, read a paper on the
illuminations in a 16th century music manuscript at the national
convention of the American Musicological Society in Chicago,
November 12, 1973. Professor Diehl has also been appointed to
the Board of Trustees of Franklin Concerts Inc.

FILICETTI,

Dr. Peter J., assistant director, counseling center, attended a
Behavior Therapy Institute this past summer conducted by
Dr. Joseph Wolpe and the Department of Psychiatry of Temple
University.

FYNES,

William B. Sr., instructor, management, presented a paper
within the management discipline at the Quartermaster School at
Fort Lee, Va., September 23, 1973. Mr. Fynes represented the
Frankford Arsenal in the presentation.

HARBISON,

John L., instructor, history, attended the 53rd Annual Meeting
of the National Council for Social Studies in San Francisco,
November 19-24. At this meeting Mr. Harbison was elected to the
Executive Board of the Social Studies Supervision Association
an affiliated organization of NCSS, and also chaired a
sectional meeting on "Soviet Achievements and American Response:
What Russian Studies Can Accomplish."

KERLIN,

Dr. Michael J., associate professor, philosophy, has had his
article, "A New Modernist Crisis? Hardly," published in
America, October 6, 1973.

KNODT,

Dr. Kenneth S., assistant professor, english, is editing a
college text on the concept of the American dream and nightmare,
to be published next year by Prentice-Hall.
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PUBLISHED, MET, SPOKE, ETC. (CONTINUED)

LANG,

James T., lecturer, fine arts, gave a lecture and demonstration
on the technique of collograph printing at the Catholic Fine
Arts Society Annual Workshop in October. Mr. Lang also gave a
talk and demonstration on the art of lithography to the
Philadelphia Art Teachers Association at the Tyler School of
Art in October. Twenty of Mr. Lang's lithographs and collograph
were recently displayed in Vance Hall at the University of
Pennsylvania as a supplementary exhibit to the "Painted Boeing
707 Jet Plane Models" by sculptor/artist Alexander Calder.

MOST,

Georgette M., reference librarian, served as a member of the
Middle States Evaluation Team for Marist College, Poughkeepsie,
N.Y., November 11-14.

PEREECKY,

Dr. George A., associate professor, foreign languages, has had
his article entitled "The Galician-Volynian Chronicle as a
Source of Medieval German Studies" published in Mediaeval
Studies, vol. XXXV, 1973, Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval
Studies, Toronto, Canada.

ROSSI,

Dr. John P., associate professor, history, has been elected
to the Executive Council of the Historians of Modern European
History in the Delaware Valley area. Dr. Rossi transcribed,
edited, and introduced part two of the Diary of the Marquis of
Ripon, 1878-1880 which will be published in a future issue of
Recusant History. The third and final part will appear later
in 1974. His article, "The End of the Bonaparte Dynasty; The
Death of the Prince Imperial, June 1879," will be published
in the July issue of International History Magazine.

SCHRADER,

Dr. Charles H., assistant professor, psychology, spoke on the
field of psychology at Northeast Catholic High School's
"Career Day" October 10, and also delivered the welcoming
address at the College's Open House Program. In addition,
Dr. Schrader is currently enrolled in a Transactional Analysis
and Training Group which emphasizes psychotherapy training.
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PUBLISHED, MET, SPOKE, ETC. (CONTINUED)

SCHREINER,

Dr. Frank J., director of the Counseling Center, associate
professor, psychology, participated in the following:
-— Attended the American College Personnel Assocation Conference
in Cleveland where he accepted the Charter for the Pennsylvania
State Division, April 4-6.
— Attended the Alcohol Training Workshop at Eagleville
Hospital, April 23-27.
— Spoke to the faculty at Lansdale Catholic High School on,
"The Teacher as Interventionist,” May 22.
— Spoke to the faculty at Lansdale Catholic High School on,
"School Climate as a Determinant of Pupil Growth,” May 23.
— Conducted the First Annual Philadelphia Diocesan Residential
Counseling Workshop in conjunction with Mattie Gershenfelt and
Joseph Bender, F.S.C., June 17-22.
— Conducted a workshop on "The Teacher as a Behavioral Change
Agent,” for education majors prior to their student teaching
placement, September 19.
— Spoke at Bishop Conwell High School to representatives from
Bucks County Parish Schools on "Parent-Child Relationships,”
September 20.
— Spoke to the faculty at Melrose Academy on "Effective
Teaching,” October 1.
— Spoke to the St. Helena’s PTA on "Parental Strategies for
Change,” October 24.
— Spoke to the faculty at Melrose Academy on "Behavioral
Intervention Approaches,” November 5.
--Attended the Counseling Center Directors’ Workshop in
Morgantown, West Virginia, November 6-9.
— Attended the Pennsylvania Personnel and Guidance Association
Conference in King of Prussia where he chaired two programs:
"New Perspectives in Student Personnel Works: and "Peer
Counseling-High School through College,” November 11-12.

SEXTON,

Lorraine D . , lecturer, sociology, presented a paper entitled
"Sexual Antagonism and Population Pressure in Highland New
Guinea” at the 72nd Annual Meeting of the American Anthro
pological Association in New Orleans, November 30.

WEINSTEIN,

Dr. Minna F., associate professor, history, has been appointed
chairwoman of AAUP Committee W(on the status of women in the
profession) for the state of Pennsylvania. Dr. Weinstein also
gave a lecture on "Everyman His Own Feminist: Women and
History" at Villanova University, October 24.
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The following articles were submitted by Brother Emery Mollenhauer, F.S.C. ,Ph.D.,
Vice President of Academic Affairs:

EDUCATION AND THE STATE
(A keynote address delivered by Stephen K. Bailey, Vice President of the
American Council on Education, on October 11, 1973 at the Council’s 56th
Annual Meeting.)
The underlying theme of this Annual Meeting is a persistent human paradox: the
simultaneous need for structure and for antistructure, for dependence and for
autonomy, for involvement and for privacy, for community and for identity. Today, as
we perceive this elemental paradox in the tensions between the academy and the state,
it is useful to keep in mind its generic quality. For at heart we are dealing, I
submit, with a dilemna we cannot rationally wish to resolve. The public interest
would not, in my estimation, be served if the academy were to enjoy an untroubled
immunity. Nor could the public interest be served by the academy’s being subjected
to an intimate surveillance by the state. Whatever our current discomforts, because
of a sense that the state is crowding us a bit, the underlying tension is benign.
Like most paradoxes, this one is a great humbler. It chastens intellectual
arrogance. It induces bargains and compromises and makes politicians and brokers
of us all. And it reminds us of the ultimate paradox of freedom: the absolute
belief that only tentative beliefs may safely be permitted.
All this is simply another way of saying that the precise border between the
state and the academy is, and must be kept, fuzzy. For if a precise delineation
is sought, I think that the state has more than the academy has of what it takes to
draw the line. Citizens of this century need no reminder that soldiers and officials
can grab and hold territory more effectively than scholars— at least in a very long
short-run.
In the stunning Sakharov Dialogue reprinted in part in the New York Times in
late August of this year, First Deputy Prosecutor General Malyarov says to Physicist
Sakharov, ”We assumed that you would express your opinions as a Soviet citizen about
certain shortcomings and errors, as you see them, without attacking the Soviet
social and political system as such...(Your attacks) cannot be overlooked by the
Prosecutor’s Office, which is charged with enforcing the law and protecting the
interests of society.” Throughout the dialogue, the Prosecutor keeps repeating
this theme. ”Any state,” he reiterates, ”has a right to defend itself.” The
incident that really troubled the Prosecutor was a Sakharov interview on Swedish
radio. ”In that interview,” Malyarov bitterly complains, ”you denounced the Soviet
system in our country, calling it a system of maximum non-freedom, a system that is
undemocratic, closed, deprived of economic initiative, and falling to pieces.”
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EDUCATION AND THE STATE (CONTINUED)

Sakharov responds very simply, "I did not say ’falling to pieces.'"
And it is well that he did not. For it is not. Some of us are old enough to
remember the claims made by some Western intellectuals a generation ago that tyranny
was an interim necessity— a prelude to the "withering away of the state." Since
then we have learned painfully that states do not wither. They metastasize, they
elongate, they crystallize, they harden, they become transmogrified by conquest and
by revolution, but they do not wither. Soviet leadership is more humane today. The
massive bloodletting seems to have stopped. Three years of jail has replaced the
firing squad. But the Soviet oligarchy still draws a hard line which gives a
frangible license for Soviet intellectuals to discuss, promulgate, and publish any
thing that is not deemed threatening to those in power.
There is still a distance, I believe, between the Soviet polity and ours. It
would be fatuous to reduce the tragic and saddening events of recent months in this
country to White House pique at acts of lese majeste. To paraphrase Herbert Agar,
to blame Watergate on presidential paranoia would be to rewrite Hamlet and make the
Prince die in the last act by slipping on a banana peel. The root causes of Water
gate are complex and diffuse. But the proximate causes were surely related to an
inconsolable political itch— an itch produced by the hair shirt of institutionalized
self-criticism : an opposition party, a free press, morally provoked clergy and
protected academics.

Has the state no right to defend itself? States surely do have such a right.
The paradox of democracy is that if, in exercising that right, the guardians of the
state mute the state’s critics, they have simultaneously destroyed the democratic
state itself. Miscreants in the current administration threatened the underlying
civility and the sacred immunities of our political traditions. It is for that
reason the state has had to chastize them. If this is too Hegelian for your taste,
you can attribute the chastizement to Congress, the courts, the press, and Gallup.
I am not concerned with a metaphysical point. I am suggesting that the ultimate
protectors of the academy are those instruments and consciences of the polity— of the
state as democratic system— that stop heavily mandated power from pressing its
advantage. Relationships between rulers and their critics are thereby kept fuzzy,
flexible, and in part ineffable. There is fostered in the citizenry just that
degree of political irreverance needed to insure a fragile tenure for those
exercising even transient authority.
In short, viewed from on perspective, the state is the adversary of the academyand vice versa. Viewed from a more elevated perspective, the academy is for the
state a benign antibody, and the state is the academy's legitimator, benefactor,
and protector. Both perspectives are valid. May they remain in tension.

1.

New York Times, 29 August 1973, p. 33.
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EDUCATION AND THE STATE(CONTINUED)

The academy is frequently less than gracious in admitting its dependence on the
state. But that dependence is both real and essential. Some of you may remember
Thomas Carlyle’s only partly fanciful version of the origin of universities. He
pointed out that in a world without books, when a man had something he wished to
communicate, he could do so only by gathering the learners around him. As many as
30,000 went to hear Abelard. Then, of course, other would-be teachers figured that
Abelard’s intellectual "rock festival” was a ready-made audience, so they went inhere
Abelard was. After that bit of historical conjecture, Carlyle continues, and I
quote, ”It only needed now that the king took notice of this new phenomenon; combined
or agglomerated the various schools into one school; gave it edifices, privileges,
and encouragements; and named it Universitas, or school of all sciences.
County councils are not kings, to be sure, but what is, it that they and their
state authorities give a local community college but "edifices, privileges, and
encouragement”? What is Harvard’s tax-exempt status but a "privilege and encourage
ment” conferred by King Demos?
In recent weeks we on the ACE staff have been creating a new Policy Analysis
Service and preparing a policy agenda for FY ’75. Part of my learning has been the
scope and essentiality of the "edifices, privileges, and encouragements” presently
made available to institutions of postsecondary education by the national government
and all other public authorities in our federal system. The protections and dis
pensations range all the way from tax exemptions and direct appropriations to
student loans, risk guarantees, contract enforcement, campus security, fair personnel
practices, support for basic and applied research— where does one begin or end?
And all this is in addition to the state’s underlying acts of legitimation though
chartering and licensing. It took me some time as a Regent in New York to understand
what is really a fairly simple proposition. The license to do academic business
enjoyed by the State University of New York is granted by the University of the State
of New York— that emanating ectoplasm of the Board of Regents, that pale reminder of
the once majectic royal prerogative. To pretend that education is a coordinate
power, like the Church in medieval church-state relations when the Pope had troops in
this world as well as in the next, is to misinterpret contemporary as well as
historic reality. The fact is that the academy exists and prospers by public
sufferance. In a fundamental sense, this has always been true. You and I have
reason to recognize this truth today with considerable poignancy. The actual amounts,
proportions, and concommitant guidelines of direct public support have grown
astonishingly in the past two decades. The figures are familiar to most of you.
Public spending for higher education two decades ago was $2 billion; today it is
$16 billion. In 1953, almost half of all college students were attending private
institutions; today that fraction has dropped to one quarter. The sense of public
suzerainty is today infinitely greater than it was. We once could relish as a
part of academic folklore the story of President Taft on his way to a state visit at
Harvard. For the benefit of those under fifty, A. Law rence Lowell had gone to the
South Station to meet him. A reporter asked Lowell’s secretary in the Harvard Yard
when the President would arrive. The secretary replied, "We’re not quite sure; he ’s
in Boston meeting Mr. Taft.”

2.

On Heroes and Hero Worship.

Lecture 5, 1841.
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Harlan Cleveland has recently identified what he calls "Seven Everyday Collision
in American Higher Education. " 3 At least six of these collisions directly involve
relations with the state, and the seventh does so indirectly. As I read Harlan’s
paper, I could not help but reflect upon the academic world enjoyed by my late uncle,
Ernest Hatch Wilkins, when he was president of Oberlin in the ’30’s— and I have used
the word "enjoyed" advisedly. Here was a lovely, land-locked Athens, presided over
by a distinguished specialist in Dante, protected by a deep spiritual moat that, as I
remember it, began a few miles east of Elyria and extended halfway to the then
marginally desolate fiefdom of Toledo.
"Affirmative action?"
"Accountability?"
matters sacred.
Open enrollment?"

Uncle Ernest never heard of it.

Of course!

To the trustees on matters profane; to God on

Most certainly!

For Jefferson’s "natural aristocracy."

"Equal opportunity?" Remember Oberlin's distinguished place in the history of
American coeducation, and its early liberalism in admitting a few highly qualified
sons and daughters of former slaves?
"Disruption?"

Panty raids are unseemly and really cannot be countenanced.

"Fiscal crisis?" Fortunately, the leadership of the aluminum industry
composed of education statesmen.

is

How distant that world really is. Even the "land-grants," with a few unhappy
exceptions, seemed then to buy an enormous amount of support and autonomy with no
greater risk to man’s eternal soul than the surreptitious dispensing of a few choice
seats on the fifty-yard line.
Today, we scarcely know who we are, let alone who’s in charge. We no longer are
"higher," we are simply— -or perhaps, less grandly— -postsecondary. The more expensive
we become, the more suspicious our protectors and providers become about the value of
our humanistic pretensions. Even some of our best friends in Congress doubt that we
should receive general federal subsidies just to keep us going. The administration
has made it perfectly clear that graduate research and training in the pure and
applied sciences are not high national priorities, and thus put our national science
enterprise, in the words of Daniel S. Greenberg, in a position "...not unlike that of
a baseball team with a superb line-up of starters, a sparsely filled bench, and a
decaying farm system."4 "1202 Commissions" will presumably be benign, but there is
concern that they might impose another meddlesome layer in the already complex
machinery of state planning and control. Title VI funds for foreign-language and
area studies are rescued annually, like Pauline hanging from the edge of the cliff.
NLRB zig-zags its way through the murk of collective bargaining rules most of which
were written with never a thought to college and university types.

3.

Unpublished paper presented at the 1973 meeting of the Asian-U.S. Educators
Conference, Chiengmai, Thailand, 15-20 July 1973.

4.

"Science and Richard Nixon," New York Times Magazine, 17 June 1973, p. 24.
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To top it all off, we exist in this ambiguous and dangerous jungle doubting that
we are armed with the skills and attitudes appropriate to survival. Whether we
believe it to be fair or just, we have a reputation— at least in this town— for being
exclusive, self-indulgent, patronizing, and sloppy. In an increasingly egalitarian
world, our own generally accepted, if slightly droll, status displacements(from
Harvard to Cornell to Syracuse to Oswego State to Onondaga Community College to Ajax
Business School) are no longer amusing. There ar 8,000 tax-paying proprietary
schools that want to know why training an historian for unemployment at the taxpayer’s
expense is better than training an accountant for useful employment at the learner’s
expense. And parents and legislators are listening for our answer— or at least for
an intelligible and defensible rephrasing of the question,
Rephrasings and answers, of course, there are. Surely we need both historians
and accountants. The underlying reality is that if the academy is dependent on the
larger society, the larger society— most especially the state— is as dependent on
the academy as it is on institutions that concentrate on precise skill-training. It
is the academy that educates for the essential professions and for the preservation
and extension of the arts and sciences. Furthermore, although it is true that there
are unemployed or underemployed historians, it is also true that on occasion the
discipline of history exercises an enormous force on events. We as a nation may be
close to a long and stable peace partly because of Professor Kissinger’s acute
understanding of Prince Metternich and the Congress of Vienna. The academy keeps the
minutes of previous meetings and frets over their meaning. This process gives
society whatever sense of continuity and community it has. Humans are basically
small -town animals. When our effective environment transcends the ward and the
hamlet and becomes urban, continental, and global, it is the academy that describes
and transmits the historical symbols that permit us to identify w ith strangers and
to form a mega-polity. TV, radio, and the press help; but essentially their
reporters and pundits repair for insight to what Lord Keynes called "some academic
scribblers of a few years back.”
If much of our social science at the moment seems to occupy an analytic dead-air
space between an informing public philosophy on the one hand and practical management
hints on the other, there are signs that a new generation of scholars is restive with
the aridity and scientific scholasticism of the recent past. The federal government,
through applied-research programs like RANN of NSF and the mission-oriented programs
of NIE, is nudging the academic world that way. And where discipline-bound
universities find it difficult to respond adequately, the knowledge industry conjures
"profits” and "nonprofits” that fuse the products of disciplinary specialization
into a useful amalgam. Even so, where does the know ledge industry get its analytic
and synthetic brain power if not from the academy? Norbert Wiener was a professor at
MIT, but the control systems of the mind-blow ing apparatus of NASA were largely his
shadow.
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Looking ahead, it is preposterous to assume that this nation alone or in concert
with other nations will solve such recalcitrant problems of the political economy as
inflation, the gut-rending trade-offs of the energy and environmental crises, inter
national money, international development, and the benign exploitation of ocean
resources without superbly educated human beings. Technicians and practical geniuses
are needed in abundance. But there is also a need for apostles of new paradigms;
preachers of new prophecies. A bright geneticist stationed in one of the various
grain institutes of philanthropy can help to fashion a green revolution in Asia. But
it takes a Clif Wharton to suggest that the problems caused by the green revolution
may be more complex and more attenuated than the problems that stimulated it. In the
next few years and decades, whether the human race is searching for ways to tame the
Promethean fire of fusion, produce an antiaphrodisiacal protean additive, wrestle
with the ethics of cloning, or illuminate the chemical base of mental illness, the
academy is the root producer of requisite talent. Whatever caricatures are sketched
by our detractors(sometimes, alas, by ourselves), the academy remains very nearly the
state’s most precious resource. We in ACE must help our political leaders to
understand this essential truth. Postsecondary education has many friends in the
nation’s capital and in the various state capitals— in the legislatures, in executive
departments, in the judiciary, in the media. The simple fact is that educators have
not been adequately helpful to those who are trying to be helpful to them.
It is not that academicians lack political skills. Woodrow Wilson once commented
to some Democratic cronies in the State House in Trenton, after listening to some
backroom political plotting, "You guys are amateurs!” But we in the academy somehow
lack that combination of humility and self-assurance that commends us to those with
whom we must now do political business. We work inadequately at explaining ourselves
In spite of the prodigious efforts of the Carnegie Commission, our ignorance about
ourselves in an abyss. Our data base is sockingly inadequate. Responses to
responsible political questions tend to emerge too late and in too pretentious and
inutile a form; and we are contemptuous of irresponsible political questions at
considerable peril to ourselves. ACE is trying to improve its capacity at the
interface between public and educational policy through new structures and new staff;
but improvement will take time, and it will take great understanding and help from
other associations and from membership institutions. Without your prompt and
considered response to our questions, we cannot be of much help to you.
We in postsecondary education are not well organized to do political battle
effectively, whether in Washington, or at the state level, or on our own individual
campuses. And we are hampered by all kinds of misconceptions about the assumed
constraints of our tax exemptions. Lobby laws written for the amusement of oil
companies tend to unnerve us or to make us guilt-ridden. Instead of proceeding on
the assumption that, in any head-on clash, the First Amendment would prevail over
Section 503 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, we duck and weave. Some of us
would be happier if all educational associations took the bifurcated route of NEA, or
shifted to 501 (c) (6); or, better still, if Section 501 (c) (3) were rew ritten in
such a way as to permit the beneficiaries of tax-exempt foundations to petition
legislators unashamedly. But until those or other desirable changes take place, many
of us will look to the "right-of-petition” clause of the First Amendment as our
shield and defender.
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If we are to survive in any meaningful sense in the cluttered political world
that surrounds us, there are, I think, certain things that we must do.
First, we must learn to extend our understanding, and a sense of interdependence
to the larger educative world of which we are a part: elementary, secondary, post
secondary; public and private; traditional and nontraditional. Our unloveliest
collective attribute, I think, is our tendency to look down our noses at each other
and at other types and levels of education. Our attitudes toward both proprietary
schools and union apprenticeships have been particularly supercilious— and we have
paid a political price for our preciousness. I commend to you the remark of E. B.
White that he would "rather watch a really gifted plumber than listen to a bad poet";
that he would "rather watch someone build a good boat than attend the launching of a
poorly constructed play."5 The long and short of it is that we need the understand
ing and support of our sister educators, just as they need ours.
Second, we must learn to appreciate the functions and the contributions of
politicians, to emulate their most persuasive arts, and to be both critical of, and
charitable about, their failings. We have been generous in our criticisms of
President Nixon. Have we been equally generous in our praise for his contributions
to world peace and for his unstinting support of the National Endowment for the
Humanities? And have we confessed our own sins? Politicians grow understandably
angry, and then faintly weary, when they hear strident campus squatters criticize
politicians for playing loose w ith the law, or for confusing ends and means. Those
of us who knew and loved Courtney Smith can never totally reconcile ourselves to the
student and faculty bullying that literally broke the heart of that delicately gentle
man of reason. In the long haul, our only lasting claim to public support is that
colleges and universities are homes for reasonable beings who find their delights and
settle their disputes through discourse. Whatever the provocations— and they were
many— we lost our soul a bit in the '60's. Part of our present anguish is the pain
of enforced penance.
Third, we must develop the capacity to inform ourselves and others about our
selves; and we must learn to defend ourselves in concert with allies. We must put
our own houses in administrative order and solve, to the public’s satisfaction as
well as our own, our internal problems of governance. We must collect timely and
pertinent information about the impact of public policies and regulations— -including
information about the practical limits and spiritual costs of certain kinds of
accountability systems. We must learn to work comfortably with others who find us
faintly fey: the working press, friendly officials, and preoccupied legislators.
Finally, and most difficult of all, we must learn to get our own heads on
straight— to know what to press for, to know what to defend, to know what we ourselves
value. ACE and its sister associations cannot do this alone. The questions of
essential purpose must be sweated out on each campus, in each school. We here in
Washington hope we can help in the identification of issues and in catalyzing a
consensus for resolving them. But the role of defining what we are seeking to
accomplish on behalf of education is basically yours.

5.

New York Times, 11 July 1969, P. 43.
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I can only share with you a personal hope: that in trying to be true to our
selves, through the variable gusts of our troubled years, we do not settle for other
peoples’ definitions of our function. It is true that we live at the sufferance of
a political and highly utilitarian society. But we cannot afford to be simply the
mirror image of that society— nor can that society afford to let us be. Whatever
catering we must do to the career utilities of the market and to the egos of the
hustings, we have a central task to perform that comes close to our ultimate
reason for being.
Preposterous as it sounds in the present manpower-oriented, cost-benefit context
we must affirm that it makes a difference that Virgil took Dante on a guided tour;
that Gilgamesh feared death; that Job found his way through undeserved pain; that
Michelangelo created the Creator; that Beethoven composed his Ninth Symphony; that
Tycho Brahe counted stars; that Buddha made friends w ith snails; that Langston
Hughes noticed raisins in the sun and that Lorraine Hansberry noticed Langston Hughes;
that Kant found a categorical imperative; that Maslow observed promise in the
growing-tips of human personality; that the Grand Inquisitor chastized Jesus; that
Einstein pondered arcs; that William Butler Yeats found Innis freedom. For these are
the glories and the extensions of our common humanity.
It is argued, that such things make no difference— that the Mona Lisa is no
better than the Marilyn Monroe calendar. If God is dead, then anything goes. But
what if He is not dead. What if He is only seriously indisposed? And what if our
quintessential task is to bring Him back to health, not necessarily as a metaphysical
wraith or as a deistic watchmaker, but as the symbol(and perhaps the reality) of the
struggle of persons for self-conquest, for the equities of justice and universal
community, for the delights and wonders of exploration and creative diversity, for
the purity of truth, and in both an ecological and spiritual sense, for what Steinbeck
called "a sense of oneness with the whole shebang"?
Surely it is here that the academy and the democratic state find an essential
identity of purpose. Ultimately, we are about the same job: the civilizing and
refining of human attitudes and behaviors— most especially cur own, for the light
of example blinds all rhetoric. Sometimes the task seems hopeless. We learn to
admire Confucius; but we still bark at strangers and snarl at our children. We prate
equality and tolerance, and denigrate the useful work of a neighboring community
college or of a doddering but patient Mr. Chips down the hall. The work of
civilizing, hardly begun, is never ending, for it has to be repeated each generation.
A part of the patiently acquired wisdom is indiscriminately ridiculed by each new
generation, or like the water lily simply closes up with the coming of the evening.
As we look around, we know that without an adequate number of centers of periodic
synthesis(which we do not have), we cannot prune back our intellectual fecundity.
As a result, as the inheritance proliferates, generational transfer becomes at best
attenuated, and at worst strangulating.
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But with all of these hurdles(no one said it would be easy), the task must
continue. In this brief statement I have simply tried to suggest that our capacity
to continue will depend upon some key understandings:
— our understanding that the state is our legitimator, benefactor, and
protector;
— the state’s understanding that the academy is important to the polity, the
economy, the culture, in short, to the public interest, as transmitter and
producer of know ledge, as preparer for work and leisure, as social critic;
— our mutual understanding that the tough problems ahead, for the nation and
for the world, cannot be solved without superbly educated minds;
— our own understanding that we need to improve our policy-analysis skills,
our data base, and our capacity to make political friends if we are to
help those who wish to help u s :
— and finally, our renewed understanding that our most essential task is to
increase the society’s capacity for civility and for civilization.
What civility and civilization mean was stated with great eloquence some years
ago by one of America’s towering intellectual figures, the late Carl Becker of Cornell
To have faith in the dignity and worth of the individual...as an end
in himself; to believe that it is better to be governed by persuasion than
by coercion; to believe that fraternal goodwill is more worthy than a selfish
and contentious spirit; to believe that in the long run all values are
inseparable from the love of truth and the disinterested search for it; to
believe that knowledge and the power it confers should be used to promote
the welfare and happiness of all(persons) rather than to serve the interests
of those individuals and classes whom fortune and intelligence endow with
temporary advantage— these are the values which are affirmed by the
traditional democratic ideology...They are the values which since the
time of Buddha and Confucius, Solomon and Zoroaster, Plata and Aristotle,
Socrates and Jesus, men have commonly employed to measure the advance or
decline of civilization, the values they have celebrated in the saints and
sages whom they have agreed to canonize. They are the values that readily
lend themselves to rational justification, yet need no justification.6
Perhaps, if we can recapture this sense of values and this sense of mission, all
else, in a political sense, will be added unto us. If so, then it is possible that
in some future time a few admirers will look with gratitude at what endures of our
collective endeavors and say, as Matthew Arnold said more than a century ago about
Oxford,
...what is our puny warfare against the Philistines compared with the
warfare which this queen of romance has been waging against them for
centuries, and will wage after we are gone?7

6 . Freedom and Responsibility (New York:
7.

A.A. Knopf, 1949), p. XL - XLI.

Essays in Criticism, 1st series.
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ONE'S OWN PRIMER OF ACADEMIC POLITICS

I begin with the six Principles of Faculty-Administration Polity. These
Principles are to be followed by the two Antinomies of Pure Administration,
which with the Principles mark the boundaries and ironies of academic behavior.
Admittedly, all of this smacks of the model-building intellect itself, but my
designing of them is better regarded as a ritual acceptance of the irony implied
by a ll, taken together.
I must add that I firmly believe that the Principles
apply to the best of all possible academic situations; thus they have a some
what idealistic tinge, and many professors in institutions where the policies
are somewhat cruder and various safeguards absent, will not recognize them as
describint an actuality of their lives.
I warn other readers against dis
missing them as an expression of cynicism or as an excuse for radical reform.
They are meant simply to offer a classic vision of what one had better contract
for in the face of far less appealing alternatives.1
After inducing the Principles and Antinomies I shall present some Informal
sociological remarks on the various "estates" of the university: students,
nonfaculty employees, external community, faculty and administrators.
Principle the First: The Diffusion of Academic Authority. This Principle
states that no one has the complete power to do any given thing. It describes
a condition that is old and revered and about which there is nevertheless
bitter complaint without the plaintiff's knowing quite where to direct it.
In the sixties, rebellious students, considering themselves the oppressed
majority, sought the oppressor in the form of dean or president— the apparent
colonial administrates— only to be told wistfully that he was powerless to
perform magical acts of emancipation or even to effect "significant change."
Faculty members, too, often succumb to frustration and accuse administrators of
passing the buck or sending them and their ideas in a huge bureaucratic circle.
The community is horrified at the president's "unwillingness" to discipline
dissidents.
The fact is that real authority in the university is not hierarchical, as
in business or the military; it is not even "separate" as it is in principle
in the United States government.
It is not a system of checks and balances so
much as a diffusion of authority. According to academic mythological history,
there was once a pleasant Eden where the university was truly collegial and all
administrative chores came about as a result of a division of responsibilities
among faculty. Minimal administration was a necessary housekeeping, and
professors were their own bosses and professed their subjects, answerable only
to their disciplines. Modern life does not tolerate this Edenic simplicity,
and human nature deplores a power vacuum.2 Yet the myth persists of this
golden age before the dissociation of academic sensibility set in, presumably
in America around the time of the Land Grant Act.
It was then that the modern
administrator appeared, perhaps from the sea or from the rocks and caves of

This view is borne out by the fact that some faculties that do not enjoy
much power have entered into collective bargaining in order to bring about a
situation in their institutions more nearly approximating what the Principles
imply as ideal.

2

One of the ironic situations we observed over the last several years was
the surfacing of a belief among some students and some faculty alike that this
Edenic situation could be restored almost instantly and not by divine inter
vention. Many administrators know that some faculty like to regard administra
tive jobs as still having this Edenic simplicity: administrators merely shuffle
paper, et cetera, et cetera.

crass commercialism. In fact, the administrator emerged from the faculty itself.
With the advent of public universities, these institutions became the taxpayers'
business, and the administrator was soon no longer a housekeeper but a
Mr. Facing-both-ways. Fact or fiction, from this disaster, it is said, we have
never recovered.
What remains are vestiges of the golden age. In the best of all possible
fallen institutions, the faculty controls courses, curriculum, academic re
quirements and the like. Administration controls the budget. Personnel matters
exist in the shady area in between. It is not really separation, but diffusion
of powers. The administration has no formal veto power over curriculum and no
power to institute it; however, the faculty has no power to finance curriculum,
while the administration, if it chooses, can destroy a curriculum by withholding
or decreasing budget. It can also hold out the carrot of funding for a new
program to an otherwise mulish faculty. (Principle the Second will explain to
us why administrators rarely do the former.) The faculty only recommends on
promotion and appointment to its ranks. The final decision is the administrator's
but in fact faculty power is certainly as great as, if not greater than, the
administrator's in this matter, since only the faculty originates recommendations
and administrators rarely are successful in persuading a faculty to originate a
proposal that it desires (as Principle the Fourth will explain.) Further, an
administrator is in trouble (see several later Principles) if he acts more than
once in a blue moon contrary to faculty personnel recommendations. When an
administrator does so, he may choose to plead budgetary necessity in order to
sanctify his acts. But administrators are not sacred in the least and must
remember this, whether response to them is sycophantic or cacophonous.
In those new-style multicampus institutions that have sprung up in some of
the more populous states, diffusion spreads not only from the campus administra
tor to the faculty but also in the direction of the system's central bureaucracy.
It has been said that the least powerful person in such institutions is the
president or chancellor (depending on nomenclature) and that the best he can do
is keep reasonably abreast of what is going on in his diffuse organization.
This is necessary so that he can invent answers to legislative complaint, a
full-time job leaving no time for decisions. Mo matter, the argument continues,
since his decisions can rarely be enforced.
The upshot of Principle the First is that the administrator's role is
political rather than executive, that his direct authority is limited and usable
only rarely, and that his indirect powers of persuasion are useful If sufficient
support in the faculty can be rallied and if he Is able to maintain his position
as a Necessary Symbol (Principle the Sixth). I claim that this is the best of
all possible situations, as meager as its potentiality appears to those who
deplore its inefficiencies.
Prlnciple the Second: The Deterioration of Academic Power. No doubt there
are exceptions to this principle. Nonetheless It reads that real academic power
deteriorates from the moment of an administrator's first act. One reason for
this is the new administrator's huge initial psychological advantage. He is at
the outset a pristine, abstract symbol. Others at lower levels are vying for
power and want to gain the initial advantage that cooperation will bring. More
accurately, of course, they genially seek out his cooperation in their endeavors.
But all administrators play at a zero sum game. The funding that they send in
one direction goes in none of the others. To pass out largesse in some perfectly
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"fair" fashion is only to increase frustration all around among entrepreneurs
and special interests. Since real administrative power is so often the power
of persuasion, and budgetary allocation is so often determined by the situation
of the moment, the administrator's persuasive power is ironically eroded by his
budgetary authority, such as it is; for the necessity of allocating budget often
raises the hackles of those he wishes to persuade.
Another kind of administrative power is also subject to deterioration.
That is the power to act affirmatively in response to ideas arising from the
faculty. But here, too, the administrator is often In the position of having
to go to the faculty as a whole to seek what only a portion of the faculty
desires. Thus every act diminishes somewhere the good will with which the
administrator begins. With each act he descends into politics. Of course, in
his interplay with faculty, students, regents and community, these groups lose
their symbolic purity as well.
The administrator at any level— whether chairman, dean or president— "suffers
a worm's-eye view of human nature, even as the faculty observes each adminis
trator abandon one by one their cherished principles. The administrator learns
that faculty members on occasion must be bailed out of jail, helped through
nervous collapses, suffered to insult the surrounding community including
possible donors of gifts, expected to corrupt the lives of students, seduce,
rape or even marry them, make unauthorized use of the phones, the mail and the
university's name.
In other words, with respect to these matters they are no
different from anyone else.
The faculty member, on the other hand, observes the administrator cooperate
with people he believes are insidious fools at best and, apparently taken in by
them, opt for the clearly pragmatic solution. In such situations--again I see
no escaping them— the faculty observes the symbol of the institution tarnished
even as it reveals its human dimensions, while the administrator is tempted
toward misanthropy as he copes endlessly with problems of personality and
character In a faculty proudly exercising its independence.
It would appear than any administrator should gauge his effectiveness and
plan to step out and into faculty ranks in due time. That he have a place to
go to there is important.
In order to maintain it, he must preserve his profes
sorial qualifications and not become estranged from his subject by losing touch
with the scholarship. Of course, administrators often move upward or laterally
from institution to institution. Those who do this are perhaps exhibiting their
capacity to anticipate the worn-out welcome.
Principle the Third: The Diminishment of Organizational A1legiance. The
third Principle states that the fundamental a llegiance of the faculty member
will be to the smallest, unit to which he belongs. This is usually the depart
ment, but it may not be, for two reasons. First, departments themselves have
become so large in certain disciplines that they have created subdivisions.
Second, some departments divide up Into research groups that become very closeknit and In competition with each other for support. In any case, the Principle
applies to the smallest group, and administrators must count on this as a
political fact. Faculty members suddenly thrust into responsibility for a
course or program that crosses over such units or draws from a variety of them,
know well of this Principle and come to resent it vehemently because it
frustrates success of the more Informally constructed units that they are
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attempting to build. By the same token, interdepartmental programs often wish
to become departments themselves, if the original allegiances are successfully
submerged by the new venture.
Obviously, this Principle has unfortunate consequences. There is, as a
result, much complaint in academe against departmentalization. Some campuses
have experimented with large departmentless schools or colleges. Two problems
arise when this is tried. First, the individual faculty member may turn Inward
toward the one manageable unit he recognizes— in this situation, himself--and
come to regard himself as a freewheeling entrepreneur answering only vaguely to
some distant dean. Or he may be engulfed in a highly centralized organization
manipulated by a dean with no checks against the dean’s w i l l disorganization
being a ready excuse for unilateral administrative action.
Some campuses have tried a compromise by creating two interlocking struc
tures— a residential college, to which each faculty member belongs, and a
department or board of study to which each faculty member also belongs. Both
organizations develop curricula, and both make demands on faculty time, by
doubling committee work, which faculty generally detest anyway, and by in 
creasing the institution’s political complexity.
Principle the Third asserts that a faculty member is inevitably tugged in a
certain direction opposite to that of administration. Deans and presidents are,
therefore, often viewed as representing an alien interest. Administrators tend
to view faculty as intransient or disorganized because of this. They are best
advised to represent themselves to the faculty quite clearly as responsible for
the total intellectual and educational enterprise of the institution, else they
will surely be regarded simply as the enemy that constantly chooses crass
expediency.
It is important politically, If for no other reason, to articulate
an intellectual position upon which to base administrative actions in behalf of
the whole.
It will be in behalf of the more parochial but deeply felt interests
of the smallest units that these actions will be opposed. Faced with rational
appeals for unity, faculties will be more likely to meet such acts with respect,
although probably with only slightly less opposition. The ensuing arguments
will be at least better mannered. At the same time, a few faculty will usually
agree with any administrative position and even support it at the expense of
departmental autonomy. Sometimes these people are those the administrator would
be just as happy to have against him.
Universities have become so large and diverse that articulation of intel
lectual positions in its behalf is often thought to bo impossible.
It is more
likely, however, that administrators become so embroiled in matters of immediate
concern that thoughtful statements of this sort simply are never quite uttered.
This problem for administrators is connected to the next Principle.
As a result of Principle the Third, administrators and faculty might well
examine organization to see whether a more even balance between allegiance to
whole and to part might be achieved.
It would be a neat trick to improve the
situation but until it is turned, Principle the Third applies.
Principle the Fourth: The Luxury of Principle; o r , the T h ird Law of
Academic Motion. Simply put, this Principle asserts that to every administra
tive action there is an equal and opposite reaction. In every faculty there is
a large number of people who take seriously the necessity of debating the matter
of ethical principle beneath every act. This is natural, commendable and

necessary if the Institution Is to remain open to thought. Still, the philosopher
who insisted that one should beware the man who always stands on principle said
something worth remembering.
In a group of intellectuals as diverse as a university faculty, virtually
any position, particularly one espoused by administrations, will generate a
reaction founded on principle. A simple, perhaps depressing, generalization.
An administration that takes a clear line on an educational issue will be
countered by those who argue that administration should limit Itself to carrying
out faculty policy, while an administration that awaits faculty action will be
declared, In time, to be Indecisive and without principle.
In any case, adminis
tration at every level can expect accusations of unprincipled behavior in equal
reaction to action. This cannot be avoided, for several reasons. There are
always a few people in the faculty who will regard any single issue as a problem
to be worked out simply for the sake of the adventure involved. Faculties are,
after all, composed largely of people who like problems, perhaps even more than
solutions, and even to the point of actively seeking them where they have not
been recognized.
Indeed, some positively dislike solutions, preferring the
deeper existential absurdity of the problem itself.
Also there is the Oedipal element in the relation of faculty to administration, which I conveniently wrench from its Freudian meaning to use as a catch
word for a variety of rebellious motives. On the administrative side there is
the Creon complex, which I employ to stand for a tendency of administrators to
abstract from a mass of individual negative reactions the image of general bovine
resistance to reason. Most administrators know that faculty and administration
alike react to one another more negatively in the late months of the academic
year, when patience is frayed. Therefore, a corollary to Principle the Fourth
is that nothing should be done in May that can be put off to October.
Related to the Oedipal element is the protective reaction that a faculty
will take against an administrative decree while at the same time breathing a
sigh of relief at its issuance. This occurs occasionally with respect to such
matters as the police, dogs, obscenity, and the like. These thoughts lead to
consideration of the next Principle, which also involves the matter of self
protection.
Principle the Fifth : The Protective Coloration of Eccentricity. Eccentricity
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. This Principle in one of its myriad examples was first reported by
Mary McCarthy in her monograph, T he Groves of Academe. She gives attention to
the obnoxious and incompetent faculty member who so identifies himself with
radical politics that it becomes impossible to dismiss him without appearing to
have done so for political reasons.
In academic politics this game has fre
quently been played, but it Is merely a variation on the Principle, which also
includes a curious twist on the Peter Principle.3 For example, one professor
whom I know, a talented poet and teacher, was finally beseeched by his chairman
to absent himself from campus during advising and registration period because
his advice to students in bureaucratic matters was inevitably disastrous and

3
The Peter Principle, developed by Professor Laurence J . Peter, asserts that
everyone rises to his level of incompetence. The exception to this rule is the
person who cleverly feigns incompetence at a lower level In order to escape the
ultimate fate. The exception is our concern here.
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time wasting to all involved in the registration process. He followed the
chairman's advice, to everyone's relief. One imagines that this crafty poet
may have acted by design. It was, in any case, accepted as having a sort of
metaphysical fitness since, after all, poets are that way. Few people bothered
to notice that another poet headed the department's advising program.
My Principle states that, eccentricity is not merely tolerated, it is
positively admired. The model for the researcher is the genius. Genius is
eccentric. Therefore researchers should be eccentric. The model of political
acceptability is thur very nearly turned on its head by academe. Even graduates
recall eccentricities among their professors with bemused nostalgia. Occasion
ally someone will view an apparent diminishment of eccentricity among his
colleagues with alarm.
It is declared to be an unnatural, dispiriting trend.
With this force of sentiment behind it, eccentricity can be a defense
against being drawn to committee work or a means of gaining a student following.
It is often, in this case, a form of Oedipal revolt, and as such nicely illus
trates Principle the Fourth.
At the same time, the administrator will often be judged negatively un
less he sheds what eccentricity he had as a faculty member, or it turns
miraculously into an acceptable charisma. Eccontricity is a symbol of the
scholar's intellectual freedom, to say nothing of his stubbornness. The
tolerance of eccentricity, although sometimes puzzling to outsiders, is in
evitable in academic life, despite the range of irresponsibility it sometimes
protects.
Principle the Sixth: The Necessity of Symbolism. While faculty members
generally prize eccentricity and speak nostalgically of well-known eccentrics
in the mythological history of their institutions, their intellectual predi
lections are toward abstract models of a ll experience and behavior. As a
result, while they will defend eccentricity to the limit and eschew various
forms of conventional appearance themselves, faculties demand the proper
maintenance of the symbols of the Institution. Within the university there is
a scale of symbolic conventions of behavior and appearance reaching from the
pure variable of the anthropologists (itself a convention of uniqueness),
through the constant search for the fashionable radical style among certain
social scientists, ail the way across center to that badge of authority, the
medical white jacket. A sociology of appearance and behavior obviously needs
to be written to give adequate attention to the many grades on this scale and
to the existential projections from various professional schools into the
conventions of the community at large.
Most important, however, is the necessity of the president and perhaps
dean as symbol of the whole institution. As long as the president is subject
to Principle the First, it is important to the faculty— a matter of protection—
that the president seem to exercise authority. Also, if he did not, Principle
the Fourth, involving Oedipal reaction, would be no fun for anyone, and a
valuable tension would relax into flabby elasticity.
The president must therefore be a rote player, a supreme actor, judged as
such by many faculty, some of whom and professional critics. Since often there
is no script, the performance is of the commedia del l'arte type. The faculty
does not hesitate to discuss the matter of "how he was today." The president
must be capable of being regarded as somewhat different or aloof; yet on

occasion he must be able to descend from his Olympian heights to demonstrate
charmingly what was always really known, that h e 's a good guy after all. This
may he accomplished in a variety of ways, including playing the clarinet,
tossing the caber, or occasionally irritating the governor on television.
It
is always less effective when a political end is in mind, however. To accept
a pie in the face at the spring carnival is, therefore, to go too far.
Some presidents, I am told, have adopted a continuous good-guy, jeans and
hip jargon symbolism. Where this occurs, one can expect anxious searches for
substitute symbols of respect/resistance and at least minor calamities. 4
I have
not myself experienced such a situation but regard Is as intolerable, since it
represents the president's own Oedipal rejection of the Principles, and must be
considered insincere. Such behavior should be delegated to the dean of students
if it must occur.

My position can be described as Heraclitan.
It was Heraclitus who said
Homer was mistaken when he prayed for the disappearance of strife from the
universe, He did not know he was praying for its destruction.

by Pandarus as it appeared in
The American Scholar, Volume 42, Number

Autumn, 1973.
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